[1] Previous studies, motivated by understanding water quality, have explored the mechanisms for heat transport and heat exchange in surface streams. In karst aquifers, temperature signals play an additional important role since they carry information about internal aquifer structures. Models for heat transport in karst conduits have previously been developed; however, these models make different, sometimes contradictory, assumptions. Additionally, previous models of heat transport in karst conduits have not been validated using field data from conduits with known geometries. Here we use analytical solutions of heat transfer to examine the relative importance of heat exchange mechanisms and the validity of the assumptions made by previous models. The relative importance of convection, conduction, and radiation is a function of time. Using a characteristic timescale, we show that models neglecting rock conduction produce spurious results in realistic cases. In contrast to the behavior of surface streams, where conduction is often negligible, conduction through the rock surrounding a conduit determines heat flux at timescales of weeks and longer. In open channel conduits, radiative heat flux can be significant. In contrast, convective heat exchange through the conduit air is often negligible. Using the rules derived from our analytical analysis, we develop a numerical model for heat transport in a karst conduit. Our model compares favorably to thermal responses observed in two different karst settings: a cave stream fed via autogenic recharge during a snowmelt event, and an allogenically recharged cave stream that experiences continuous temperature fluctuations on many timescales. 
Introduction
[2] Water temperature is a crucial parameter in determining water quality and can serve as a natural groundwater flow tracer [e.g., Anderson, 2005; Saar, 2011] . Temperature can be an indicator of anthropogenic influences on surface streams, and many aquatic species are sensitive to temperature perturbations [Caissie, 2006] . Cave streams typically provide a more stable thermal environment than surface streams, though many cave streams also experience significant deviations in water temperature as a result of precipitation events, snow-melt, or seasonal changes in recharge temperatures [e.g., Luhmann et al., 2011] . Cave-adapted species may be sensitive to the magnitude, frequency, or periodicity of these temperature changes [Poulson and White, 1969; Jegla and Poulson, 1970] . Water and streambed temperatures are frequently used in surface streams to quantify surface water-groundwater interactions, and can also influence those interactions via the temperature-dependent viscosity of water [Silliman and Booth, 1993; Sinokrot and Stefan, 1993; Constantz, 1998 Constantz, , 2008 Hatch et al., 2006 Hatch et al., , 2010 Dogwiler et al., 2007; Vogt et al., 2010] . Similarly, it may be possible to quantify conduit-matrix exchange, or hyporheic exchange with sediments in cave streams using analysis of the longitudinal propagation of temperature pulses within the streams [Dogwiler and Wicks, 2005] .
[3] Variations in spring temperature and chemistry play an important role in the field of karst hydrology as they are one of the few pieces of information that can be easily obtained from many karst aquifers, in hopes of constraining the properties of the conduit system. Lags between discharge responses and conductivity or temperature responses have been used to estimate the volume of conduit systems [Ashton, 1966; Atkinson, 1977; Sauter, 1992; Ryan and Meiman, 1996; Birk et al., 2004] . Thermal signals at karst springs have also been suggested to be a function of conduit geometry, recharge mode, aquifer depth, and conduit-matrix exchange flow [Benderitter et al., 1993; Bundschuh, 1993; Liedl et al., 1998; Liedl and Sauter, 2000; Birk et al., 2006; Long and Gilcrease, 2009; Luhmann et al., 2011] ; however, the exact information content of thermal signals is not fully understood.
[4] One barrier to an improved understanding of heat transport in cave streams is that a variety of models have been used to calculate heat exchange between the water in a conduit and the surrounding rock. Some of these models rely on assumptions that have not been examined in detail from a theoretical perspective or confirmed using field observations of thermal signal propagation through conduits with known properties. Conduction, convection, evaporation, flow rate, and radiation have all been shown to have important effects on the water temperatures of surface streams [Raphael, 1962; Brown, 1969; Sinokrot and Stefan, 1993; Hondzo and Stefan, 1994; Gu and Li, 2002] ; however, some of these mechanisms are either absent or insignificant in karst conduits, particularly under full-pipe conditions.
[5] Some models of heat exchange in karst conduits assume that the rate of heat transfer between the water (or air) and the conduit wall is controlled by convective heat transport within the water (or air), effectively assuming a constant rock temperature at the conduit wall [Wigley and Brown, 1971; Long and Gilcrease, 2009] . In contrast, models of surface stream temperature frequently assume that heat exchange with the streambed is controlled by conduction of heat within the rock or sediment, such that the streambed temperature is equal to the water temperature [Sinokrot and Stefan, 1993 ]. An alternative model of karst conduit heat exchange includes both conduction in the rock and convection within the water [Birk et al., 2006] . In some models of surface stream temperatures, heat exchange with the streambed is neglected altogether [e.g., Caissie et al., 2007] , as, over long timescales, it is small in comparison to meteorological heat exchanges. Here we examine if and when each of these approaches is realistic in the calculation of heat transfer within karst conduits, using both heat transfer theory and observations of thermal signals at multiple locations in two cave streams that experience different types of thermal forcing. Previous models of water temperature in cave streams have only considered exchange under full-pipe flow conditions. We further examine whether radiative and air-convective heat exchange between water and rock are important in karst conduits with open channel streams.
Theoretical Analysis of the Mechanisms of Heat Transport

Basic Mathematical Framework
[6] The longitudinal propagation of heat within surface streams is often calculated using an unsteady heat advection-dispersion equation containing source and sink terms that represent heat exchange with the surrounding environment [e.g., Sinokrot and Stefan, 1993; Younus et al., 2000; Caissie et al., 2007] . For surface streams, heat exchange results from incident short wave radiation, emitted long wave radiation, evaporation, convection through the air, and conduction into the streambed. However, in karst conduits that are completely filled with water, the majority of these mechanisms are inactive and conductive heat exchange with the rock is the only remaining mechanism. Strictly speaking, heat exchange with the rock is a function of both convective transfer rates between the water and the conduit walls and conductive transfer rates through the rock surrounding the conduit, with these two processes acting in series (Figure 1 ). Taking this into account, heat transport along a karst conduit and exchange with the surrounding rock may be represented by coupling a transient heat advection-dispersion equation
and a two-dimensional heat conduction equation, in cylindrical coordinates,
where T w , T s , and T r are the water, conduit wall, and rock temperatures, respectively, x is the longitudinal distance Figure 1 . The model for heat exchange between a fullpipe karst conduit and the surrounding rock. Heat passes from the bulk, mixed water at T along the conduit, r is the radial distance from the conduit center, t is time, D L is the longitudinal dispersivity, V(t) is the flow velocity, h conv is the convective heat transfer coefficient, w is the density of water, c p,w is the specific heat capacity of water, D H is the conduit hydraulic diameter, and r ¼ k r =ð r c p;r Þ is the rock thermal diffusivity, where k r is the rock thermal conductivity, r is the rock density, and c p,r is the specific heat capacity of the rock.
[7] For the following theoretical analysis, it is useful to reduce the equations into a dimensionless form. Equation (1) becomes
and equation (2) becomes
where T Ã w ¼ T w =T r;0 is the dimensionless water temperature, T Ã s ¼ T s =T r;0 is the dimensionless conduit wall temperature, T r,0 is the initial rock temperature (or rock temperature at infinity), "
V is a time-averaged or reference flow velocity, t Ã ¼ t " V =L is the dimensionless conduit flow through time, where L is conduit length, and x Ã ¼ x=L is the dimensionless longitudinal distance. In equation (4), r Ã ¼ r=R is the dimensionless radial coordinate, R is the conduit radius, T Ã r ¼ T r =T r;0 is the dimensionless rock temperature, and
is a dimensionless ratio of conduction and advection timescales.
[8] Equation (3) contains two dimensionless numbers, St and Pe. Pe is the Peclet number, which quantifies the relative importance of advection and longitudinal dispersion,
St is the Stanton number, which represents the ratio of heat flux into the conduit wall to the heat flux along the conduit and is given by
The convective heat transfer coefficient, h conv , is
where k w is the thermal conductivity of water and Nu is the Nusselt number, defined as the ratio of convective to pure conductive heat transfer through the convective boundary layer in the water. For turbulent flow within a conduit, Nu is given by the empirically derived Gnielinski correlation [equation (8.62) Incropera et al., 2007] ,
where f is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, Re ¼ w VD H = w is the Reynolds number, Pr ¼ c p;w w =k w is the Prandtl number, and w is the dynamic viscosity of water.
[9] Equations (3) and (4) are subject to the boundary conditions (Figure 1 )
where É ¼ w c p;w =ð r c p;r Þ is a ratio of the volumetric heat capacities of water and rock, and we have defined R ¼ D H /2. As initial conditions we set the rock and water temperatures equal to the rock temperature at infinity, T
Numerical Methods
[10] In order to simulate the observed thermal signals (section 2.6.1), and to examine the validity of the assumption of planar symmetry commonly used when calculating heat flux through the stream beds of surface streams (section 2.5), we solve the coupled heat advection-dispersion and conduction equations using the finite element package COMSOL Multiphysics V R , version 3.5. Equation (4) is solved using the conduction heat transfer application mode with either a 2-D symmetric or 2-D axisymmetric box geometry to simulate planar or cylindrical configurations, respectively. Equation (3) is solved along a 1-D line using the coefficient form PDE mode. The two geometries are coupled to each other at one of the box boundaries using the extrusion coupling variables feature in COMSOL.
[11] For all simulations, both the conduit and the rock at the conduit wall were discretized into 1000 finite elements along the conduit length. Within the rock, elements gradually coarsen moving away from the conduit wall toward the opposite boundary, which is always set far enough from the conduit that it does not influence the solution. The conduction simulations typically employ around 22,500 elements within the rock. COMSOL solves the equations using an implicit method, and adjusts the time steps during the simulation by comparing the estimated error against relative and absolute tolerances. For the simulations in section 2, and all purely convective simulations, relative and absolute tolerances were set to 10 À6 and 10
À7
, respectively. To reduce the computational time for the simulations in section 3, which simulate longer periods using field data, we employed higher relative and absolute tolerances of 10 À4 and 10
respectively. Several cases of simulations of field data were also run with higher resolution, and the differences were negligible, suggesting that the lower resolution was sufficient. Additional assumptions and methods used to simulate observed signals can be found in section 3.2.
Analytical Solutions Using Simplifying Assumptions
[12] In section 2.6.1 we numerically solve the preceding equations in order to reproduce observed thermal signals in karst conduits. However, analysis of analytical solutions using a variety of simplifying assumptions allows more general insights concerning the relative importance of different heat exchange mechanisms and the range of applicability of common approximations.
Convection-Limited Heat Exchange
[13] Since convection and conduction act in series, if one of the two processes is significantly slower at exchanging heat than the other, then the slow process will be rate-limiting, and exchange rates can be approximated by only considering the slow (limiting) process. The first analytical solution we consider is derived by assuming constanttemperature conduit walls, where heat conduction in the rock is assumed to be very fast so that heat exchange is limited by convective heat transport rates within the water (convection-limited exchange). This constant wall temperature assumption is used by Long and Gilcrease [2009] to model temperature variations in a well in a karst aquifer. A similar approach was employed by Wigley and Brown [1971] to estimate heat exchange between air and conduit walls and by Luhmann et al. [2011] to make a rough approximation of heat exchange effectiveness. The approximation is expected to hold for sufficiently short timescales, when the thermal boundary layer in the rock is very thin and conduction rates are correspondingly large. In section 2.3.1 we quantify the timescale after which the convectionlimited heat-exchange approximation breaks down.
[14] If a constant conduit wall temperature is assumed, then heat transport is governed solely by the heat advection-dispersion equation (3) with T Ã s held constant. If we neglect dispersion and examine the constant-velocity steady state behavior for a constant input temperature, T Ã w;0 , the equation can be integrated resulting in
where F T is the fractional temperature variation. The temperature decays exponentially along the conduit. 
Conduction-Limited Heat Exchange
[15] If we assume that convective heat exchange is very fast, such that heat fluxes are controlled by conduction in the rock, and again assume that longitudinal dispersion can be neglected, then we can derive another analytical approximation for the longitudinal temperature profile. The solution is aided by additionally assuming planar rather than cylindrical symmetry to calculate rock conduction. The validity of a planar approximation is examined in further detail in section 2.5. If the boundary condition in equation (13) is substituted into the exchange term in equation (3), then this gives
where the position coordinate within the rock is now y Ã ¼ y=R instead of r Ã , the conduit wall is at y Ã ¼ 0, and the substitutions T 
where we have presumed that the effects of longitudinal variations in rock temperature are negligible, or
For the conduction-limited solution we assume that the rock temperature at the conduit is equal The conductive solution is shown for one flow-through time (t 1 ) and five flow-through times (t 2 ). Note that the conductive solution allows significantly deeper penetration of temperature pulses (x-axis in km).
to the water temperature, T Ã w . The conduction boundary condition becomes
We solve these equations assuming that the initial rock and water temperatures are equal everywhere. As for the convection-limited solution, we calculate the temperature profile for a constant temperature input T 0 w;0 6 ¼ T 0 r for t Ã > 0. Unlike the convection-limited solution, the temperature profile evolves over time.
[16] The set of equations and boundary conditions described here is mathematically identical to a model previously used to calculate solute transport in a river with hyporheic exchange [Wörman, 1998; De Smedt, 2007] , where the solution in the latter study includes the effects of dispersion. The solution for the water temperature can be obtained by taking the Laplace transform of the equations. The resulting temperature profile is
where H is the Heaviside function and erfc is the complementary error function. As an illustration of the conduction-controlled temperature profile, we plot the temperature profile for an example conduit with the same parameters used for the convection-limited profile above, choosing times of one and five flow-through times ( Figure 2b ). The distance that a thermal pulse can penetrate into a conduit is significantly enhanced in the case of conduction-limited heat exchange. The significant differences between the two profiles in Figure 2 illustrate the disparity between the mechanistic assumptions made in previous karst conduit heat exchange models.
[17] Despite neglecting convection, and the assumption of planar rather than cylindrical symmetry, the conductionlimited analytical solution (equation (18)) closely matches results produced by the numerical solution of equations (3) and (4) using COMSOL so long as Â has a large-enough value (the effect of Â on error produced by the planar approximation is discussed in detail in section 2.5). To demonstrate this, we compare the conduction-limited planarsymmetric analytical solution with the cylindrically symmetric numerical solution from COMSOL calculated by applying a sudden change in water temperature at the upstream boundary at t Ã ¼ 0, and with a value of Â ¼ 100, which roughly corresponds to a kilometer-long conduit with a radius of 1 m and a flow velocity of 0.1 m s À1 (Figure 3 ).
Convective Versus Conductive Control of Heat Exchange
[18] If we consider the nature of heat exchange in response to a sudden change in water temperature, then, at early times, when the conduit wall is near the rock temperature at infinity, T r,0 , the convection-limited approximation (section 2.3.1) is accurate. At late times, the temperature of the conduit wall approaches the water temperature, and the conduction-limited approximation (section 2.3.1) is accurate. The success of the example case simulated using the conduction-limited approximation (Figure 3 ) suggests that the timescale over which the convection-limited is valid is short in at least some realistic cases. However, since both of these approximations have been used in models of heat exchange in surface streams and karst conduits, we derive the timescale that roughly divides the regions of applicability of each approximation.
[19] We simplify the problem by assuming planar symmetry, as in the conduction-limited solution above. This approximation holds for any geometry for small Fourier number, Fo ¼ r t=R 2 ( 1, when there is only a thin skin of rock surrounding the conduit that has changed temperature. The solution for the surface temperature of a semi-infinite solid with a convective boundary condition along a planar surface is well known [equation (3.87) Rohsenow et al., 1998 ],
where
is the Biot number. For Bi ) 1 the surface temperature approaches the water temperature ðT
the convection-limited approximation has broken down. . x Ã ¼ 1 is the downstream end of the conduit, T Ã ¼ 1 is the initial rock and water temperature, T Ã ¼ 2 is the input temperature for t Ã > 0, and t Ã ¼ 0 is one flow-through time.
[20] We calculate this convection timescale as a function of D H assuming a variety of head gradients within the range of those expected in karst aquifers (Figure 4 ). The convection-limited approximation would only hold for times much less than t conv . For karst conduits carrying turbulent flow, t conv is typically on the order of a fraction of a second to a few tens of seconds. Therefore, any calculation of heat exchange in a conduit carrying turbulent flow should include conduction in the surrounding rock. Since our derivation of t conv assumes a planar symmetry, the derived timescale is only accurate if t conv ( t Fo , where t Fo is the time at which Fo ¼ 1. Therefore, in Figure 4 we also depict t Fo as a function of conduit diameter. For turbulent flow cases, t conv ( t Fo , and the effects of cylindrical geometry on t conv are insignificant. For laminar flow, t conv % t Fo , and the cylindrical geometry will have an effect, increasing the value of t conv ; however, conduits with such small diameters would also be more likely to occur within fractures and thus have planar shapes.
Cylindrical Versus Planar Symmetry
[21] For some of the analytical solutions above we ignored the cylindrical geometry of the rock surrounding the conduit and used planar symmetry instead. Furthermore, models that calculate water temperatures in streams, if they include rock conduction, typically assume planar symmetry. If the depth of temperature changes in the wall is small compared to the conduit radius then planar symmetry is a good approximation. A semi-infinite solid with a planar surface and an internally bounded semi-infinite cylindrical solid maintain nearly equal surface heat fluxes so long as the Fourier number is very small, Fo ( 1 [see e.g., Figure 5 .10 in Incropera et al., 2007] . For limestone, r % 10 À6 m 2 s À1 , meaning that for a conduit with a radius R ¼ 1 m, the cylindrical and planar solutions will begin to deviate after a few hours (Fo % 0.01), and will have deviated significantly after a week (Fo % 1). Therefore, one might expect that neglecting the cylindrical geometry surrounding the conduit could produce errors, at least for long-term simulations.
[22] To characterize this error, we numerically solve the cylindrical model using COMSOL and calculate two spring thermographs with Â ¼ 10 and Â ¼ 1. Then we compare these numerical cylindrical solutions to thermographs calculated using the analytical conduction-limited planarsymmetry solution and a second COMSOL numerical model that employs planar symmetry ( Figure 5 ). The planar-symmetry COMSOL model is in excellent agreement with the analytical conduction-limited planar-symmetry solution for both choices of Â, because t conv is very short. As expected from the examination of Fo above, the cylindrical solution diverges from the planar solutions at early times. However, after sufficient time, the ratio between the cylindrical and planar solutions approaches a constant value. The ratio between the cylindrical and planar solutions at late times is shown as a function of Â in Figure 6 . For Â [10 the error in assuming planar symmetry becomes significant. Â is most strongly dependent on conduit radius, with small conduits producing a more significant error if planar symmetry is assumed. Â is depicted as a function of radius for five different flow-through times in Figure 7 .
Additional Heat Exchange Mechanisms in Open Channel Conduits
[23] When a conduit is full of water, convection in the water and conduction in the rock are the primary processes Figure 4 . The timescale over which the convection-limited (or constant rock temperature) approximation breaks down, t conv , as a function of D H . For conduits carrying turbulent flow, t conv is on the order of seconds, and neglecting rock conduction around the conduit will produce significant errors after that time. Each line depicts values of t conv for a given choice of hydraulic head gradient. Dotted lines mark the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The dashed line depicts the time t Fo as a function of conduit diameter. The approximation used to calculate t conv is only valid when t conv ( t Fo , which holds for the turbulent flow regime. . Thermographs at the outlet of conduits where conduction is calculated using planar and cylindrical symmetry for two different choices of Â. The cylindrical solution is numerical, whereas both analytical and numerical solutions are depicted for planar symmetry. The error produced by an assumption of planar symmetry approaches a constant value at late times.
by which heat is exchanged with the surrounding rock, greatly reducing the number of heat exchange terms in comparison to models for surface streams. However, many cave streams flow through conduits that are partially filled with air. In this case, the free surface of the water also exchanges heat with the rock via both radiation and convection through the air (Figure 8 ).
Radiative Heat Exchange
[24] The radiative heat flux at the surface of the dry rock wall is approximated by the equation for blackbody radiation, since the emissivities of water and rock are close to 1,
where q 00 rad is the radiative heat flux at the rock surface,
fs is a ratio of dry rock wall surface to water free surface areas, P d is the dry conduit perimeter, W fs is the width of the water-free surface, and T s,d is the temperature of the dry conduit wall. Temperatures here are in Kelvin. Since radiative heat exchange between water and rock acts in series with conduction through the rock, at long time-scales heat flux will be governed by rock conduction.
[25] In analogy to the convective boundary case (section 2.3.1), we can estimate the timescale, t rad , over which the dry rock wall reaches the water temperature by radiative exchange using the planar solution from equation (19) and substituting a temperature-dependent radiative heat transfer coefficient, h rad , into Bi, where
This gives a timescale, at Bi ¼ 1, of
Since the water and rock temperatures in most karst systems only vary within a narrow range of 273 K [ T [ 310 K, most of the variation in t rad results from A d and not temperature. t rad is typically on the order of days to weeks ( Figure 9 ). t rad may be somewhat longer than calculated by equation (24) for conduits with D[1 m because of the effects of cylindrical geometry. Tall, narrow conduits, and other cross-sectional geometries where P d ) W fs , will have the longest equilibration times and also the largest radiative heat fluxes at t ) t rad , when exchange rates are conduction-limited. [26] An additional question of interest is if and when radiative heat exchange is a significant percentage of the total exchange. For times longer than seconds, we can approximate the heat flux at the water-wall interface using the solution for heat flux at the surface of a semi-infinite medium with a constant temperature boundary
[equation (3.81) Rohsenow et al., 1998 ]. The radiative heat flux into the dry conduit wall is given by
[equation (3.88) Rohsenow et al., 1998 ]. Figure 10 depicts the ratio of these two fluxes as a function of time, using the same temperature range as above to calculate h rad , and assuming three different values for A d . Radiative flux is small, but nonnegligible, at short timescales (hours) and comparable to heat flux at the water-rock interface over long time-scales (days to weeks). The overall heat exchange resulting from each mechanism will be a function of both flux and the surface area for exchange. The importance of radiative exchange is reduced for cross-sectional geometries where P w ) W fs or P w ) P d , where P w is the wetted perimeter.
Convective Heat Exchange Through the Air
[27] Convective heat transport in the air is more challenging to calculate than the other mechanisms of heat exchange because of the complex set of processes at work. In particular, both free [Wilson and Dwivedi, 2009] and forced convection occur within the conduits, and variations in above-ground air temperature, barometric pressure, and humidity are first-order influences on the heat exchanges near entrances. However, since the direct influence of surface conditions will typically be localized near entrances [Wigley and Brown, 1971; Dreybrodt et al., 2005] , heat exchange between the cave and the surface via air-convective processes is unlikely to have significant influences on stream temperatures across an entire system. Here we only consider convective heat exchange deep inside of caves where the effects of exchange of air between the surface and subsurface can be neglected and the partial pressure of water vapor is near equilibrium. In this case, the air simply acts as a medium for heat exchange between water and rock, and weather conditions at the surface only affect convective heat exchange by influencing the air velocity via thermal (chimney effect) and barometric forcing of airflow. Convective heat exchange will only be enhanced by free convection when the water is warmer than the rock. Additionally, under forced turbulent airflow conditions, which are typical in airfilled caves, enhancements of heat exchange due to free convection are generally small [Osborne and Incropera, 1985] . Therefore, we can estimate heat exchange via air convection by calculating the exchange due to only forced convection.
[28] Heat flux through the air must traverse two boundary layers, one at the water-air interface and one at the airrock interface (Figure 8 ). Therefore, we can approximate the total heat transfer coefficient by using equation (8) which is a simpler replacement for the Gnielinski correlation (equation (9)). In both equations we substitute the rad , as a function of time for three choices of the ratio between surface areas of dry rock and the water free surface, A d . At short timescales (hours) radiative flux is small in comparison to the water-rock flux. By day to week timescales, wetted conduit and dry conduit heat fluxes are approximately equal, since they are both controlled by the conductive heat fluxes in the rock. Total heat exchange via each mechanism will also be a function of the total wet and dry rock surface areas.
À5 m 2 s À1 , and Pr ¼ 0.7. The resulting heat transfer coefficient is
where V a is the airflow velocity. To examine the relative importance of air-convective heat transport, we compare the air-convective to radiative heat fluxes as a function of air velocity (Figure 11 ). To calculate radiative flux, we have assumed a wall temperature of 15 C, though results are not very sensitive to this choice. For typical air velocities of 0.01 m s À1 < V a < 0.1 m s
À1
, air-convective fluxes are a fraction of a percent to a few percent of the radiative flux. Even for high air velocities of up to 1 m s
, air-convective fluxes are only $20% of the radiative flux. Therefore, for most cases it appears to be reasonable to neglect air-convective heat transport when calculating water temperatures, particularly when one considers that water-rock fluxes are still larger than radiative fluxes over short timescales, and that, on its own, radiation effectively couples water and dry rock surface temperatures at time-scales of days to weeks. [29] To test the applicability of our mathematical model to karst conduits we calculate downstream thermographs in two cave streams using observed upstream thermographs and conduit geometry as model inputs. We then compare the calculated thermographs with the thermographs observed at each site.
Reproduction of Observed Signals
Description of the Field Sites and Methods
Tyson Spring Cave, Minnesota
[30] Tyson Spring Cave is located in Fillmore County in southeastern Minnesota (Figure 12 ) and has developed in the Upper Ordovician Prosser and Cummingsville Formations of the Galena Group [Alexander Jr. et al., 2009] . The Prosser Formation consists of very fine-grained limestone with thin shale partings, and the Cummingsville Formation is composed of interbedded very fine-grained limestone and calcareous shale [Mossler, 2008] . The Galena Group has very low to low matrix porosity and permeability, but dissolution features have been noted around the Cummingsville-Prosser contact, even in deep bedrock conditions [Runkel et al., 2003] . Furthermore, dendritic stream caves are common in the lower Cummingsville Formation [Alexander Jr. et al., 2009] . Tyson Spring Cave is a dendritic branchwork cave, but within the segment studied it primarily consists of one large passage with an active stream and several, minor infeeders. The cave is recharged autogenically, via a sinkhole plain. Mean monthly surface temperatures for nearby Preston, MN range from À11 C in January to 21 C in July, with an average annual precipitation of 870 mm according to the Midwestern Regional Climate Center (http://mcc.sws.uiuc.edu/climate_ midwest/mwclimate_data_summaries.htm).
[31] We installed four Schlumberger CTD-divers in Tyson Spring Cave. The data loggers recorded water specific conductivity, temperature, and depth over a 15-month period ( Figure 12 ). Three loggers were deployed at different locations along the mainstream channel within the cave, and one logger was deployed at the spring. A Schlumberger Barologger was installed near the spring to allow compensation for atmospheric pressure changes. Measurements were made and recorded every 5 or 10 min, and the temperature resolution was 0.01 C, with an accuracy of 0.1 C from À20 C to 80 C.
[32] The spring snowmelt in 2010 caused the largest observed variation in water temperature. Surface air temperatures rose and remained above freezing in mid-March 2010, providing a continuous snowmelt pulse that produced five daily temperature minimums from 11 to 15 March. Temperature data from this event recorded by data logger T1 was used as an input to attempt to match data recorded at data logger T2. This portion of the cave was used in the simulation because relatively little additional water enters the stream between these points, and we have the best set of discharge measurements in this segment of the subsurface stream. The average hydraulic diameter along this reach is D H ¼ 1.4 m, and the distance between data loggers T1 and T2 is 845 m.
[33] We developed a rating curve using salt trace discharge measurements to convert level measurements recorded by data logger T1 to discharge Q. However, we did not measure discharge during highest flows, when much of the cave is inaccessible, and therefore the rating curve is extrapolated beyond the highest observed discharges. The resulting uncertainty in discharge is a likely source of error in modeling heat transport during the highest flows.
Postojna Cave, Slovenia
[34] The Postojna Cave system is a famous show cave at the contact between Eocene flysch and Upper Cretaceous limestone near Postojna, Slovenia. With a length of more than 20 km, it is currently the longest known cave system in Slovenia. The cave is formed within both flanks of the Postojna anticline, and the Pivka River sinks in Senonian limestone and then passes through Turonian and into Upper Cenomanian limestone [ Sebela, 1998] . The main recharge to the system is allogenic, via the Pivka River, which flows from the adjacent Pivka Basin. The surface flow of the river is about 15 km long. The basin extends from 750 to 500 m above sea level and is surrounded by high karst plateaus (up to 1200 m). The water re-emerges in Planina Cave and becomes part of the Unica River, which flows across Planinsko polje. On the west and north rims of the polje the river sinks again, emerging finally at the edge of the Ljubljana Basin as the Ljubljanica River.
[35] The climate of Postojna is transitional between continental and Mediterranean. Mean annual temperature ) is 8.4
C. Mean annual precipitation is 1578 mm [Gospodari c and Habi c, 1976] . Precipitation maxima occur in spring and autumn.
[36] Measurements were taken at two stations in Postojna Cave (Figure 13 ). The upstream station (P1) was located in Velika dvorana (Great Chamber), just downstream from the sink point. The downstream site (P2) was positioned near Spodnji Tartar. The stream distance between the two measuring points is 700 m. At low and mean discharge, as during the period modeled in this work, open channel flow prevails along the length of the channel. However, several channel segments experience transitions to pressurized flow during large floods.
[37] Water temperature and pressure were measured using Schlumberger CT-Divers, with a temperature resolution of 0.01 C and an accuracy of 0.1 C. Data were recorded at 15-min intervals, and atmospheric pressure variations were compensated with barometric data from the surface. Discharge was determined using a gaging station in the Pivka River near the sink point into Postojna Cave.
[38] Since Postojna Cave receives allogenic recharge from the Pivka River, the stream in the cave undergoes consistent diurnal variations. Additionally, the stream temperature responds strongly to individual recharge events. We analyze a period during the summer of 2008, when the cave stream experiences a variety of conditions. First, a cool precipitation event lowers the stream temperature in the cave, with low temperatures around 12 C. During this period, little damping occurs between the two temperature stations because the temperature is close to that of the conduit wall. The cool event is followed by both a recession in discharge and a warming of surface temperatures, during which temperatures at P1 rise to nearly 18 C. During this period, there is more thermal damping between P1 and P2. The superposition of temperature variations on differing timescales provides a useful test for the heat transport model.
Simulations of Observed Thermal Signals 3.2.1. Modeling Methods
[39] The physical constants and parameters used in the simulations are displayed in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. The model requires values for a reference velocity, " V , and instantaneous velocities, V(t). For both field sites, we determine " V by dividing the stream distance between the two loggers by the time difference between two sharply defined features in the thermographs. For Tyson Spring Cave, we use the water temperature maximum recorded by both loggers after the initial water temperature minimum of the 2010 snowmelt period. For Postojna Cave, we use the water temperature maximum recorded by both loggers on 16 May 2008. The results of the simulations do not depend critically on the choice of a reference velocity. The reference velocity is simply needed to nondimensionalize the equation. However, since the flow-through timescale is defined via this choice in velocity, using a value that is typical for each cave produces more easily interpretable results. To calculate V(t) we use where " Q is discharge from the same time that was used to calculate "
V . This equation assumes that the cross-sectional area of the flow is constant in time, and therefore will not hold for large variations in Q. Choosing a value for " V near the average velocity during the simulated period reduces the error from this assumption, and we find that equation (29) [40] Using the rules obtained above concerning the validity of model assumptions and the relative importance of heat exchange mechanisms, we derive an appropriate set of model assumptions to apply to our field sites. The dry conduit radius roughly determines the curvature relevant for solving the heat conduction within the rock. For both field sites, dry conduit radii are typically larger than 2 m, with flow-through times of a few hours. Therefore, a planarsymmetric solution will produce accurate results ( Figure  7) . Furthermore, both cave streams are open channels during the simulated periods. Since the timescales simulated are on the order of a week or longer, we must account for radiative exchange between water and rock ( Figure 10) .
[41] The substitution of equation (29) into equation (3) and the addition of radiative heat exchange leads to the following heat advection-dispersion equation:
where T Ã s;w is the surface temperature of the wet conduit wall, T Ã s;d is the surface temperature of the dry conduit wall, and
is a dimensionless number describing radiative heat exchange, where A w ¼ P w /W fs .
[42] We calculate conduction through the wet and dry rock perimeters separately, using the planar-symmetric heat conduction equation for each,
Conduction through the wet perimeter is coupled to the advection-dispersion equation (30) using the boundary condition given in equation (13) with
s;w , and changing variables to y Ã . The boundary condition for conduction at the dry perimeter is
The boundaries at large y Ã are placed sufficiently far from the conduit so that equation (12) holds without influencing the heat exchange at the conduit wall during the duration of the simulations. The rock boundaries at x Ã ¼ 0 and x Ã ¼ 1 are insulated, and the upstream water temperature (equation (10)) is set to the values recorded at the upstream data logger as a function of time.
Simulation Results: Tyson Spring Cave
[43] Figure 14a shows the result of our simulation of temperature signal at T2 during the snowmelt event at Tyson Spring Cave as well as the water temperature data from T1 and T2 and the discharge at T1. The simulation includes conduction into the surrounding rock, as well as radiative heat exchange with the dry conduit wall, and produces a reasonably good fit to the observed temperature at T2 using D H ¼ 0.3 m, A w ¼ 2, and A w ¼ 4. The first temperature minimum is closely matched, whereas the model produces insufficient heat exchange during the second temperature minimum. The error in the second minimum likely results from poorly constrained discharge values during the highest flows, where the peak discharge exceeds the highest observed discharge by a factor of two. From the second minimum on, the model slightly underpredicts the observed temperature, which may be a residual effect from overshooting the temperature minimum. For both the simulated and observed data, the temperature difference between T1 and T2 decreases over time as the cold temperature pulse propagates further into the conduit wall, cooling more of the surrounding rock. This behavior is expected from the analytical, conduction-limited solution in section 2.3.1. To demonstrate the difference between the full model and a convection-limited model, we also depict a simulation in Figure 14a that assumes a constant conduit wall temperature, using the same hydraulic diameter. In this simulation the thermal signal is entirely damped when it reaches T2, producing a flat line that is nothing like the observed signal.
Simulation Results: Postojna Cave
[44] Figure 14b shows the result of our simulation of thermal signals at P2 in Postojna Cave along with the water temperature data measured at P1 and P2 and the discharge data recorded at the gaging station near the entrance of the cave. This simulation also includes conduction into the surrounding rock and radiative exchange with the dry conduit wall, and produces a close fit to the observed temperature at P2 using D H ¼ 1.5 m, A w ¼ 1.33, and A w ¼ 6.67. The simulated temperatures at P2 closely match the observed temperatures during the 18-d duration of the simulation. Early on, before the cool storm, there are slight temperature offsets between P1 and P2. During the storm, P1 and P2 record nearly identical temperatures, a behavior that is matched by the model. As surface temperatures warm, the water temperature at P1 rises to nearly 18 C and the damping between P1 and P2 increases. The model also provides a good match to the observed temperature during this period. Again, we run an additional convection-limited simulation using the same hydraulic diameter. The temperature variations in this model at P2 are small ($0.2 C), though they are not entirely damped as they were for Tyson Spring Cave.
Simulations Using Different Diameters
[45] While the observed data cannot be reproduced using the purely convective model and conduit hydraulic diameters that are close to the observed diameters for the cases above, here we adjust the diameters within the convective model until we obtain the best fit to observations ( Figure  15) . A simulation for Tyson Spring Cave with D H ¼ 30 m provides a reasonably good fit to the observed temperatures. For this simulation, as above, we have focused on the fit of the first minimum, since discharge values are less certain during the second minimum. The convection-limited model actually produces a better fit during the high flows of the second minimum than the full model above. This is a result of the relative insensitivity of convective heat exchange to changes in flow velocity. In the turbulent flow regime, decreases in heat exchange because of higher flow velocities (shorter residence times), are almost exactly offset by increases in the heat exchange because of increased turbulent mixing (smaller convective boundary layer). As a result, errors in discharge values are less significant for the convection-limited model. A relatively good fit to the observed temperature in Postojna Cave is obtained using D H ¼ 250 m. However, it is not possible to obtain an exact fit for the entire simulated period using a single value of D H for either simulation. Near the end of the simulated periods for both caves there are minor offsets between the observed and simulated relations.
[46] While a full sensitivity analysis is beyond the scope of this work, we simulate a few cases using the full heat exchange model with diameters different from the best fit values. For each cave, we display cases where D H has been increased or decreased by a factor of two from the best fit (Figure 16 ). These results provide some idea of how the model responds to changes in diameter. For Postojna Cave, we have focused the plot on the region with the largest changes in thermal response.
Discussion
[47] Typically, the properties of the conduits within a karst aquifer are a critical unknown. The conduits determine the paths of flow and transport, but only a fraction of the existing conduits can be traversed and mapped. Consequently, it is important to develop tools to derive information about the conduit system using external observations, such as the recording of variations in the physical and . For each case we run an additional model using constant conduit wall temperature, i.e., a convection-limited model that neglects conduction (dashed-dotted line), showing that this assumption produces significantly more heat exchange than observed. Locations T1 and T2 are shown in Figure 12 , and locations P1 and P2 are shown in Figure 13 . chemical properties of water discharged at karst springs. Unfortunately, discharge hydrographs are frequently controlled by conduit recharge, in which case they carry little information about the conduits [Covington et al., 2009] ; however, temperature signals potentially carry significant information about both the mode of recharge and the sizes of conduits traversed [Liedl et al., 1998; Birk et al., 2006; Luhmann et al., 2011] . Additionally, the frequency, duration, and magnitude of temperature variations in cave streams likely influence the ecosystems within caves and surface streams fed by karst springs [Poulson and White, 1969; Jegla and Poulson, 1970; Caissie, 2006; Alexander et al., 2008] . Finally, groundwater temperature can serve as a natural groundwater flow tracer [e.g., Saar, 2011] . In order to understand the relationships between thermal variations in cave streams, aquifer properties, and external forcing, reliable models for heat transport in karst conduits are needed.
The Relative Importance of Heat Exchange Mechanisms
[48] Previous models of heat transport in karst conduits and surface streams have employed a variety of assumptions. Most crucially, in karst, some models have assumed that the walls of a conduit are at constant temperature, such that heat exchange between water and rock is limited by convective rates. Models of surface streams have often presumed that convection is so efficient that one can assume that the streambed is at the water temperature, so that heat exchange is limited by conductive rates. Using analytical solutions of conduction in semi-infinite solids with convective boundary conditions, we demonstrate that, under turbulent flow conditions, conduction rates limit overall heat exchange rates except at extremely short time-scales, on the order of seconds (Figure 4) , or for conduits/fractures that are in the laminar flow regime.
[49] This conclusion is confirmed by the failure of purely convective models to reproduce the temperature signals observed in Tyson Spring Cave and Postojna Cave using realistic conduit diameters (Figure 14) . Convective models can reproduce the observed signals relatively well ( Figure 15) ; however, this requires hydraulic diameters that are one to two orders of magnitude larger than the physical conduit diameters. When conductive effects are included, heat exchange is a function of the timescale and history of temperature changes. Therefore, the convective models are more likely to fail when simulating longer periods with a wider range of timescales of temperature changes. While the fits of the convective models using large diameters are fairly good, both cases show systematic offsets during the final periods of the simulations. This effect is larger for Postojna Cave where the timescales of temperature changes span a larger range. In both cases it is not possible to fit the entire curve with a single choice of D H .
[50] A simplification frequently made in models for surface stream temperatures is that of planar symmetry. While this is typically reasonable in the limit of wide, shallow streams, many full-pipe karst conduits have roughly circular cross-sections, so that calculating conduction through a cylindrical body [as in the work of Birk et al., 2006] may be more appropriate. However, we find that planarsymmetric models closely match the results of cylindrically symmetric models when the dimensionless number ÂZ10, where Â is a function of conduit radius, flow-through time, and the thermal diffusivity of rock. Specifically, Â / R 2 , such that the planar approximation is better for larger conduits (Figure 7) . Therefore, in many cases, such as the cave streams modeled in this work, the additional complexity of cylindrical geometry can be neglected.
[51] When conduits contain open channels, additional mechanisms for heat exchange arise that have not been considered in previous models of heat transport in karst (Figure 8) . A rough estimation suggests that, in most cases, air-convection does not play an important role in determining heat exchanges between water and rock ( Figure 11 ). On the other hand, the exchange of long-wave radiation between the free surface of the water and the dry portion of the conduit wall can have a significant effect. Radiative exchange typically will bring the water and dry conduit wall into thermal equilibrium on the timescale of days to weeks (Figure 9 ). Models that neglect radiative exchange in open channel conduits may grossly underestimate the total exchange over longer timescales. Additionally, the coupling of water and rock temperatures via convection over a timescale of seconds, and via radiation over a timescale of days to weeks, suggests that long term temperature variations in a cave stream could be modeled by simply calculating conductive heat transport away from the entire conduit cross-section, wet and dry, without a significant loss of accuracy. Figure 17 provides a schematic summary of the ranges of applicability for each assumption concerning heat exchange in karst conduits.
[52] One final mechanism that is not considered here is the exchange of water between the conduit and the surrounding rock or sediments. While inflow from the porous matrix or fracture networks will certainly act to ''dilute'' temperature signals, it seems unlikely that exchange flow Figure 17 . A summary of the applicability of various approximations in heat transport models for karst conduits.
will significantly perturb the conduction through the rock, except in extremely porous or fractured rocks where the propagation of thermal pulses due to flow into the conduit walls exceeds the rate of heat diffusion via rock conduction. Hyporheic exchange with sediments in a conduit may also affect temperature, via either dilution or the introduction of a thicker boundary layer within the sediment at the conduit wall, where some combination of convection and conduction controls heat exchange with the rock [Dogwiler and Wicks, 2005] . Such exchanges are a potentially useful area of future research, particularly concerning the influences on stream biota.
Simulation of Observed Signals
[53] For both field sites, our mathematical model is able to produce thermographs that are similar to those observed. The two field sites encompass a range of thermal behaviors. Tyson Spring Cave in Minnesota, is recharged autogenically via a sinkhole plain (Figure 12 ). At base flow the recharge water is primarily coming from draining soil and the fracture and pore space within the rock. Consequently, the cave stream is at constant temperature for much of the year, only responding to large storms or snowmelts that generate runoff from the surface into sinkholes that feed conduits within the system. In contrast, Postojna Cave, in Slovenia, receives the majority of its recharge from a single source, the Pivka River, which has flowed across the surface for many kilometers (Figure 13) . Therefore, the stream in Postojna Cave undergoes constant temperature fluctuations, with diurnal changes frequently exceeding 1 C. During the simulated period, diurnal fluctuations are superimposed onto short-term events as well as larger (5 C) week-scale changes in surface temperature. Our theoretical analysis suggests that the function of various heat exchange mechanisms is sensitive to the timescale of temperature variations. Despite this fact, the model closely matches the observed behavior on all timescales (Figure 14b ). It is also important to note that the constant rock temperature models that we use for comparison cannot match the observed behavior with reasonable choices for conduit properties (Figures 14  and 15) .
[54] While the mathematical models produce encouraging results, the exact hydraulic diameters in our best-fitting models are less than the average surveyed diameters. For the simulation of Tyson Spring Cave we use D H ¼ 0.3 m, whereas the average surveyed value is D H ¼ 1.4 m. The discrepancy for Postojna Cave is smaller with model and survey diameters of 1.5 and 2.0 m, respectively. One source of error is that the real cave systems have hydraulic diameters that vary every few meters over a wide range of values, yet we are representing D H with a single effective value. Since heat exchange is strongly dependent upon D H , the segments with smaller D H may weigh more heavily in determining the effective D H for each simulated reach. This seems a likely explanation for the discrepancy at Postojna Cave, as the model value is well within the range of variation in D H in the modeled reach. An additional source of uncertainty is the thermal properties of the rock. For both cases we have used properties representative of Salem Limestone [Incropera et al., 2007] , but these values can only be considered approximate since the exact thermal properties of the rock at the two field sites were not measured. The thermal properties of the sediments deposited within each streambed are also unknown.
[55] The discrepancy between surveyed and modeled D H for Tyson Spring Cave is more significant than that of Postojna Cave, since the modeled value for D H is near the low end of the surveyed values along the reach. However, if we consider the geological setting of Tyson Spring Cave then another possible explanation arises. Because of the autogenic recharge, the stream within Tyson Spring Cave gradually gains flow along its length, with base flow approximately doubling over a 2.25 km length, of which the simulated section is roughly a third. This flow is added via both discrete infeeding streams and as diffuse recharge through the fractured rock matrix. The modeled reach was chosen because it has few visible infeeding streams compared to other portions of the cave. However, one significant infeeder enters the stream with a flux of $5%-10% of the mainstream during low flows. The quantity of diffuse input into the stream along the simulated reach is not wellconstrained due to the difficulty of discharge measurements at T2. Water recharged via a distributed network of smaller flow paths is likely to be near the equilibrium rock temperature. Therefore, if neglected in the model, such inflows would lead to low values of D H to compensate for the additional thermal damping. Diffuse recharge along the conduit length could also be a factor in creating the small temperature discrepancy during the recession period, particularly since diffuse flow will compose a higher portion of the total flow during recession periods than during peak flow. Since the recharge into Postojna Cave is dominated by the Pivka River, any contribution from distributed recharge in the modeled reach would have negligible effects on stream temperature, leading to an accurate value for D H . This reasoning suggests that cave stream temperature may provide a useful means of constraining diffuse recharge components in cave streams, much as temperature is used in surface streams to quantify groundwater exchange. However, it also suggests an uncertainty in estimating conduit diameters using temperature signals unless diffuse input can be independently constrained.
Conclusions
[56] Using analytical solutions, we have demonstrated the relative importance of the primary mechanisms for heat exchange in karst conduits, showing that conduction typically dominates under turbulent flow conditions over long timescales ( t ) 1 wk) and that radiative exchange is an important effect in open channel conduits. Additionally, we have explored the validity of a number of common assumptions in models of cave and surface stream temperatures. While many of the same mechanisms influence surface stream and cave stream temperatures, the dominance of mechanisms in each setting is in striking contrast. Often, conduction into the streambed is ignored in surface stream temperature models, because it becomes slow over long timescales and there are many other paths for heat exchange with the surrounding environment [Caissie et al., 2007] . In karst conduits, rock conduction arises as the primary control on heat exchange over long timescales. This results, again, because heat conduction becomes gradually less effective over time. Only, in the case of karst conduits, essentially all of the heat exchanged must ultimately pass through the rock via conduction.
[57] Our results can serve as a guide to future models of karst heat transport, illuminating proper and improper simplifications for a given setting. Using assumptions motivated by our theoretical results, we constructed successful heat transport models in two significantly different cave settings, illustrating the applicability of the theory. The results also suggest that diffuse inflow is an important control on karst conduit water temperatures in some situations. In future work, accurate models of heat transport will allow continued examination of the relationships between the configuration of preferred flow paths within an aquifer and the observed thermal signals. ) St stanton number (unitless) Â advection and conduction time ratio (unitless) T r rock temperature (C or K) T r,0 initial rock temperature (C or K) 
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